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At-a-Glance 
BERNINA Multi-needle Features 
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PRODUCT GUIDE 

My  BERNINA 

E Series 
BERNINA E 16 
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E 16 

BERNINA Multi-needle Embroidery....                         
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The Benefits of Buying a  
BERNINA Machine... 

 

Stability  
BERNINA is a fourth generation, family-owned  
company with a history of great customer care. 

 

Swiss Quality  
BERNINA is a trusted brand you  

can invest in with confidence.  
 

Precision Stitching  
BERNINA machines have 

consistent performance and reliable results. 
 

Innovative Design  
BERNINA is always working  

on new features, pushing the engineering envelope  
to provide consumers with the latest technology  
and the most unique features in home sewing. 

 

Built to Last  
BERNINA machines  

maintain a high re-sell value over the years. 
 

Instant Success  
BERNINA machines are easy-to-use with  

consistent thread tension and strong needle  
piercing power through all fabric types. 
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BERNINA E 16 

    GENERAL MACHINE FEATURES and BENEFITS 

True Commercial Embroidery      
System 

Built on a commercial platform, the machine is engineered to withstand the demands of production work           
of all shapes and sizes whether embroidering a large jacket back, small pocket, or a set of team uniforms.  

Intuitive User Interface 
Start embroidering quickly with the intuitive BERNINA Operating System. Controlled by a Windows-based 
computer running the system, it is icon driven and easy to use.  

Ethernet Connection 
An Ethernet network connection is required for communication between the computer-based BERNINA                     
Operating System and the machine.  

Machine Keypad 
The Machine Keypad controls the Machine Start/Stop, and also provides access to Changing Hoop                    
Positions, Sewing Speed, as well as the Active Needle.  

Bright LED Lights  24 LED lights provide illumination across the stitching field offering excellent visibility in all needle positions.  

Network up to Six Machines 
As a modular network system, multiple machine heads can be added and configured to best suit the          
production needs of a growing business.  

Onscreen Help & Tutorials 
Available within the User Interface, the onscreen manual provides help at your fingertips along with a step-                 
by-step maintenance tutorial. Additionally, basic user tutorials can be accessed at bernina.com.  

Powerful Servo Motor  Enjoy high speed embroidery with consistent stitching on a wide variety of fabric types and thicknesses.  

16 Needle Embroidery with                                
16 Thread Colors                               

Complete more embroidery more quickly by eliminating the time spent re-threading for each color change. 
Less time spent managing the embroidery process means more time for creativity and custom jobs. 

Acti-Feed Tension System 
This unique system ensures threads are fed smoothly and provides automatic tension adjustments for                                
perfect quality stitch-outs every time.  

Auto Thread Trim 
The high performance thread trimmer ensures that thread trims are precision-cut. Thread tails are automati-
cally trimmed during the stitching process between thread colors and long jump stitches.  

Hook System 
Speed, precision, and a high-performance thread trimmer are the benefits of the BERNINA rotary hook                      
system. Compatibility with convenient, pre-wound Style L bobbins is a real time saver.  

EMBROIDERY MACHINE FEATURES and BENEFITS 

Maximum Sewing Speed  1400 stitches per minute - complete more embroidery projects confidently and successfully.  

Extra-large Embroidery Field 
From jacket backs to embroidered quilt blocks, the machine will handle large projects with ease with an em-
broidery field of 400 x 350 mm.  

Extra-large Cap Embroidery Field 
With largest cap embroidery field in the industry of 360 x 82 mm, the machine has the ability to stitch a wide 
270° rotation providing ear-to-ear stitching on a cap. Cap Driver and Frames are optional components.                                     

Patented Cylindrical Lower Arm 
With the smallest Cylindrical Lower Arm in the industry, readily stitch a wide range of projects at high speeds 
eliminating the need to open seams or deconstruct items prior to embroidering.  

Adjustable Presser Foot Height 
The Adjustable Presser Foot Height, with a range of 0.5 mm to 3.5 mm above the needle plate, prevents the 
foot from dragging along bulky fabrics distorting the stitch or flagging when stitching on thin fabrics.  

Laser Alignment 
The ultra-precise laser registration assures accurate design placement on any hooped item - check individual 
stitch point locations of a design. Also, use it to trace the design perimeter with the built-in trace function.  

Appliqué Command 
When the appliqué command is applied to the color sequence of a design, the machine will stop, move the 
hoop to a forward position to make positioning of the appliqué fabric easy and then moves it back to finish.  

Built-in Specialty Effects 
Fancy thread techniques such as 3D Puffy Foam or Micro-Chenille can be added to an area of an                            
embroidery design. The system makes the necessary changes to accommodate the function.  

Move Function 
Engage the Move function on the User Interface or machine keypad to move the hoop for design placement, 
to move through a design without stitching or to move to a specific stitch number without sewing.  

Design Rotation  
Engage the Move function on the User Interface to rotate a design in 1°, 90° and 180° increments for                      
optimal placement on projects.  

Color Sequence 
The Color Sequence function allows you to set or edit a color sequence. Quickly customize your thread tree 
and change design colors for the project at hand.  

Closest Color Match on Load 
This function uses the color information stored in an embroidery design file to set the color sequence using 
the closest color match that it can find among the colors currently assigned to the thread tree.                                      

Design Library  
 

1000 OESD Embroidery Designs 
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WARRANTY 
 

 2 Years Electrical 

 2 Years Mechanical or 2500 hours                                

of operation 

 

BERNINA E 16 
Accessories 

1 BERNINA Machine Cart 
 
Operating System        
Software Kit: 

 E 16 OS Installation DVD includes 

Designs 

 E 16 Security Key (dongle) 

 E 16 Software Guide  

 

Standard Hoop Kit: 
 12 cm Round Hoop  

 15 cm  Round Hoop  

 36 x 30 cm Rectangular Hoop  

 44 x 30 cm Rectangular Hoop  

 

E 16 Operators Kit 

 User Control Menu Label 

 Oiler 

 Needle Threader 

 7 Piece Hex Key Set 

 Monofilament 

 Extra Bobbin Case 

 Small Straight Screwdriver 

 4mm Ball End Hex 

 2.5 mm Short Arm Ball End Hex 

Wrench 

 Needle Orientation Magnet 

 Embroidery Polymer Grease - 

cream color 

 

 Synthetic Grease - red color 

 Thumb Screw 

 Thread Feed Roller 

 Thread Feed Pinch Roller 

 Thread Feed Gear 

 Pinch Roller Tool  

 X Cable Tension Gauge 

 Combination Gauge  

 Ethernet Crossover Cable  

EMBROIDERY FUNCTIONS 

  Home   Sort A - Z; Z - A   Rotate Design 90  Looping Effect 

  Up One Level   
Sort Newest to Oldest;  

Oldest to Newest 
  Rotate Design 180  Material Thickness 

  Load Design   Move   
Rotate Design by Specific 
Degree 

 Machine Speed 

  Reset Design   Center   Move to Color  Settings 

  Confirm Selection   Hoop In/Out   
                         Move to 
                         Stitch 

 Advanced Settings 

  Cancel Selection      Appliqué   Presser Foot Adjustment 

  Search   Hoop Selection   Pause  Maintenance 

                   
                    Breadcrumb Navigation 

  Help / Onscreen Manual   3D Foam Effect  Machine Reset 


